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1

Statement of Purpose

This communications strategy Z-NET Uralla gives effect to communications that will:


ensure people understand what we do



ensure that Z-NET Uralla is engaging effectively with their audiences



ensure potential funders are aware of the Z-NET Uralla Mission and give them
confidence to invest



demonstrate the success of our work

The Communications Plan outlines (briefly) the constraints, capacity and opportunities for
communication, our key audiences and messages, the strategy and methodologies that can
be used for project communications, to distribute information, to obtain feedback and to
manage the various interest of our audiences.
This version of the communications plan will be in effect from June 2016 – December 2017.
At that point a review that assesses success in achieving the initial objectives of this plan
should be undertaken.

2

Current Situation

The Zero Net Energy Town Uralla (Z-NET Uralla) project works with residents and businesses
within the Uralla Shire to reduce energy use (i.e. energy efficiency) and support the uptake of
renewable energy technology.
Z-NET Uralla will give everyone in the Shire of Uralla the opportunity, not only of being part
of the solution to renewable energy supply, but also the opportunity to build futurist, vibrant
local businesses based on renewable energy.
Z-NET Uralla has adopted the Zero Net Energy Town Uralla Case Study (also known as the ZNET Blueprint) as its foundation document for direction and scope of projects to be
undertaken.
Z-NET Uralla has the structure of a not for profit voluntary organisation. Its governance
structure is comprised of an Executive with 9 people, two project coordinators and a series of
working groups through which volunteers can participate and support projects. The Executive
was formally initiated on 5 March 2016.
An auspice arrangement with the Uralla Neighbourhood Centre has been organised to
provide insurance cover for volunteers and for a body to sign funding and other contracts.
The Neighbourhood Centre is a community service organisation run by a Board of
Management with a part time Co-Ordinator. There is significant overlap in target audiences
and high levels of complimentary programs between Z-NET and the Neighbourhood Centre.
The goals of the project are recognised as needing substantial timeframes to realise. While
the project will require funds, grants and other financial support over its lifetime, there is
significant scope to undertake work and engage with audiences in a relatively low cost or
resource neutral manner.
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3

Analysis of communications capacity and risk management

The following Political Economic Social and Technological analysis (PEST) has been
undertaken with a view to identifying the strengths and weaknesses of the group in respect
to this communications strategy. The analysis outlines, in broad terms, the risks and how risk
could affect the context for the project. Risk management strategies where they exist have
been identified.

3.1

Political

Z- NET Uralla seeks to be an a-political organisation and does not have a lobbying remit. There
is strong local political support from the Uralla Shire Council Mayor and Councillors and the
sitting State MP, the Hon. Adam Marshall. Executive members and the Council representative
have strong relationships with various State government departments.
Changing State/Federal policies on renewable energy, and the availability of community
funding will directly affect Z-NET Uralla activities and projects, as these will rely to some
extent into the medium term on grant funding for support and implementation. The ability to
be flexible will allow the project to mould their projects to different funding priorities.
For the period of this communications strategy, establishing and promoting success at small
scales and diversifying relationships are key to generating interest in Z-NET Uralla and
sustaining positive relationships with government departments and political representatives.

3.2

Economic

The financial resources of community organisations are constantly in flux. This has a real and
direct impact on the activities and scope of work the Z-NET Uralla will be able to undertake.
A good communications strategy provides continuity through periods where funding is nonexistent or less certain.
The group has managed the risk that fluctuations in their funding will affect this
communications strategy by appointing a long-term volunteer and community resident as the
Communications Project Manager. Ms Teresa French has the skills, knowledge and technical
expertise to build, maintain and host the web and social media platforms in this
communications strategy. Ms French has extensive experience with data base management
and monitoring and data collection within those platforms.
The project uses the ‘hip pocket’ approach to energy efficiency as an engagement point.
Energy saved is energy that doesn’t have to be paid for. However, the tariff structure in the
electricity market is such that customers are charged fees that do not just relate to the
purchase of a unit of electricity, Z-NET Uralla can make no guarantee that
residents/businesses will ‘save’ money overall through energy efficiency.
While the cost of solar PV and other technologies continues to fall, purchasing capital
equipment still requires investment that could be beyond an individual household’s ability to
finance. The costs of some energy efficiency or renewable energy strategies and technologies
will present barriers to some households. This could potentially exacerbate inequities in the
community and drive divisive attitudes toward the project.
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To counter this, Z-NET Uralla should not develop a complete reliance on grants or subsidies
and must ensure diversify of its projects, messages and solutions to reflect various audience
needs. Bulk buy programs may present a cheaper option for some residents with selected
technology. The project will take a deliberate household centred decision making pathway in
energy assessments in order to work within the budgets of a household.
For local businesses skills in analysing and building the business case for investment in energy
efficiency and renewable energy technologies are vital to supporting business decision
making. Interest rate changes will affect the attractiveness of different financing options
available.

3.3

Social

The population of Uralla is rising modestly over time. This growth is made up of the natural
population growth rate and migration from other urban centres. Uralla is the relocation
destination for a number of ‘tree-changers’. Although very small in number, Project Staff have
come across people locating to Uralla Shire in response to climate (being not as hot here in
summer) and the existence of the Z-NET project.
Adaptations around a home require an awareness and appreciation of the value in making
those changes, but unless there is action, change cannot be realised. Behavioural change with
householders and businesses is key to the success of Z-NET Uralla.
Facilitating behavioural change involves building trust in the project and its volunteers/staff,
and raising awareness of the value and options available. This strategy outlines
communications pathways for residents who do not have access to the internet.
Monitoring and evaluation and reporting results is very important in establishing the value
that peoples actions are having: both for themselves and as part of something bigger.

3.4

Technical

Lack of access to internet, a low level of technical literacy, cost and the pace of technological
change are presumed to be significant barriers to engagement in the Z-NET project.
Z-NET Uralla needs to develop its internal technical expertise and appreciate how to
disseminate complex technical information in a manner that people can understand and
access. In addition, this process needs to keep pace with the change and growing amount of
technologies available.
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4

Organisation Objectives and Communication Objectives

Z-NET Uralla Objective
Achieve 100% renewable
energy for Shire residents
by reducing energy use
though improvements in
efficiency, and by
installing cost effective
renewable energy
generation.

Operational Objective
Develop funded projects to
establish a long term framework
with which to work with Shire
residents.
Upskill the Z-NET Uralla Project
team in household energy efficiency
and renewable energy strategies
and technologies.
Appropriately resource the
Communications Project Manager.

Communication Objective
Promote the benefits of energy
efficiency and renewable energy to the
Shire's households.
Create high levels of awareness in the
community that Z-NET Uralla is the place
to go for information and support
regarding renewable energy and energy
efficiency technologies and strategies.
Ensure Shire residents know and
understand the Z-NET Uralla program of
work.
Ensure Shire residents know how to
participate in Z-NET Uralla programs
and projects.
Keep Shire’s residents updated on Z-NET
Uralla activities, new technologies and
upcoming projects.
Celebrate and share the experience of ZNET Uralla residents through social and
other media.

Achieve 100% renewable
energy for Shire
businesses by reducing
energy use though
improvements in
efficiency, and by
installing cost effective
renewable energy
generation.

Develop funded projects to
establish a long term framework
with which to work with Shire
residents.
Upskill the Z-NET Uralla Project
team in household energy efficiency
and renewable energy strategies
and technologies.
Appropriately resource the
Communications Project Manager.

Promote the benefits of energy
efficiency and renewable energy to the
Shire's businesses.
Create high levels of awareness among
the business community that Z-NET
Uralla is the place to go for information
and support regarding renewable energy
and energy efficiency technologies and
strategies.
Ensure Shire businesses know and
understand the Z-NET Uralla program of
work.
Ensure Shire businesses know how to
participate in Z-NET Uralla programs and
projects.
Keep the business community updated
on Z-NET Uralla activities, new
technologies and upcoming projects.
Celebrate and share the experience of ZNET Uralla businesses through social and
other media.
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Z-NET Uralla Objective

Operational Objective

Appropriately resource ZNET Uralla activities to
enable a sustainable
volunteer organisation.

Continually seek funding
opportunities for Z-NET Uralla
activities.
Build strong relationships with local
and State agencies, business
networks, and other potential
funders.

Communication Objective
Continually showcase the success of our
residents and businesses.
Celebrate and promote Z-NET
partnerships.
Provide a clear contact and
communications pathway to the Z-NET
Coordinator/ Executive Convenor for
external agencies.
Provide a regular flow of information to
key funders.

Z-NET Uralla activities will
be designed in
consultation with the
Uralla community to give
equal access across socioeconomic groups.

Z-NET Uralla will provide
leadership and education,
assessing innovations and
their applicability for our
community.

Take advantage of local community
networks to access different socioeconomic groups.

Provide avenues of community-wide
consultation that allow two-way flow of
information.

Design programs that have low
financial and technological barriers
to ensure maximum uptake across
all socio economic groups.

Regularly showcase Z-NET at local
events with information and awareness
education stalls.

Z-NET Executive and volunteers to
learn and keep up to date with
changing innovations.

To create a high awareness in the
community that Z-NET Uralla is the
place to go for information on energy
efficiency and renewable energy.

Z-NET Executive and volunteers to
understand how technology can be
applied to Uralla residents and
business circumstances.

Provide regular flow of information to
community networks.

Z-NET Uralla to ‘interpret’
technologies and changes for our
audiences.

Share the Z-NET Uralla
journey with
communities wishing to
become Z-NET locations.

Establish relationships with 3 other
communities within NSW by
December 2016.
Make information about our
project, its governance, the
activities we run, case studies
available for other communities to
access via our website.

Reach out to other ZNET communities.
Exchange and share experience and
information with those communities.
Actively promote and encourage other
communities to join the Z-NET Uralla
project as members or through the
Facebook page.

Establish ourselves as a clear go-to
place for media interest in the ZNET model.

Table 1: Z-NET Uralla objectives and the corresponding communication objective.
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5

Identifying our audiences

Due to the potential complexity in managing the number of iterations possible in our audience
the following list and Table 2 describes only the broadest audience groups.
It is appropriate that further segmentation of each audience would be defined by the
communications goals and objectives of a specific project. This is particularly relevant where
the same audience category can be segmented in multiple ways. For example, ‘residents’ can
be segmented on the basis of those that own a home and those that are renting; alternatively
the same group can be segmented on the basis of its demographics such as targeting family,
retired or single occupancy dwellings. Clearly segmentation can combine multiple categories.
To assist with broadly understanding the interests of each group in Z-NET Uralla Table 2 also
identifies those matters we assume that group is interested in. Again further work to identify
specific types of information would form part of any given project.













Residents: there are approximately 2200 households in the Shire. Residents are
distributed across farming enterprises and the localities of Bundarra (804 people),
Kentucky (325 people), Kingstown (320 people), Invergowrie (747 people), Rocky River
(258 people), Sumarez Ponds and Uralla (2, 338 people).
Business: there are a wide variety of businesses in the Shire, from small ‘cottage’
industries and home offices through to large grazing enterprises. The shire has two
active foundries, and a number of breweries/vineyards. There are central business
districts in the township of Uralla and Bundarra. The Uralla central business district is
located directly on the New England Highway, the alternative route for inland traffic
between Sydney and Brisbane. This location presents numerous opportunities to
promote local business for tourism.
Landlords: those people who own a property rented to a household or a business. This
group is segmented between residential and business landlords as we assume there
is a different business proposition to be made in respect to each. Resolving the split
incentive in energy efficiency and renewable energy investments is difficult with few
models in existence to follow.
Internal audiences: comprised of the Executive and Working Groups. The project has
a membership base (membership is free). A broad group of people who are neither
members nor volunteers but who wish to keep up to date with the project represent
an additional audience referred to as ‘Affiliates’. This group has several overseas
members. Communications within and between the layers of the overall project will
be driven by the need at the time.
The auspice agency (Uralla Neighbourhood Centre). The Z-NET Uralla Executive work
autonomously under the umbrella of the Uralla Neighbourhood Centre, the Centre
signs funding agreements on behalf of the project and provides insurance cover,
governance advice and facilities for the project to use free of charge.
Uralla Shire Community Groups: there are 36 sporting, special interest and social clubs
in the Shire.
Schools including early childhood learning centers: early learning centers – TG’s
Childcare, Uralla Pre-School, Uralla Central, Bundarra Central, St. Josephs, Rocky River.
High schools: Uralla central and Bundarra Central Schools.
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Funders, project partners. Potentially a highly diverse group.
Other communities outside Uralla – particularly those wishing to establish Z-NET
project. Again

Y

Y

Residential landlords

Y

Y

?

Y

Business

Y

Y

Y

Y

Business landlords

Y

Y

?

Y

Executive

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Auspice agency (Uralla Neighbourhood
Centre)

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Working Groups

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Members

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Affiliates of Z-NET Uralla

Y

Y

Y

Y

Uralla Shire Community Groups

Y

Y

Y

Y

Schools, including early childhood
learning centres

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Funders, project partners
Other communities outside Uralla –
particularly those wishing to establish ZNET project
Political Representatives
Media

Z-NET Uralla project
experience, tools,
templates

Y

Z-NET Uralla
Organisation
Structure

Success Stories

Y

Z-NET Uralla
Projects and
services

Residents

Audience

Advice or
Information

Events

Financial accounts

Media. A diverse group across various platforms, including a number of web-based
publications.

Y

Y
Y
Y

Table 2: Z-NET Uralla audiences and the type of information we assume they will be interested in
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Figure 1. Map of influence and interest in Z-NET Uralla

6

What are our Messages?

What is it we want to tell each of our audiences? The following table outlines the key
communications messages for each of the audience groups identified.
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Audience
Residents

What they need to know
What we can offer them.
How to access our services.
Where to go for advice.
About new technologies.
About the experience of other
residents.

Key communications
messages
That energy efficiency and/or
renewable energy will benefit
them.
We can make their homes more
comfortable as well as being
conscious of the future we are
leaving our kids.
We provide useful, practical
information and support.
We are trustworthy and reliable.
We put services users first and
value their opinions.

Residential landlords

What we can offer them.
How to access our services.
Where to go for advice.
About new technologies.

That energy efficiency and/or
renewable energy will benefit
them.
We provide useful, practical
information and support.

About the experience of other
landlords.
Business

What we can offer them.
How to access our services.
Where to go for advice.
About new technologies.
About the experiences of other
businesses.

That investing in energy efficiency
and/or renewable energy will
benefit their business bottom
line.
We can help reduce their costs of
electricity.
We provide useful, practical
information and support.
We are trustworthy and reliable.
We put services users first and
value their opinions.

Business landlords

What we can offer them.
How to access our services.
Where to go for advice.
About the experiences of other
business landlords.

Executive

Z-NET Uralla Communications Plan

Strategic oversight of all projects
and activities underpinned by
effective open and consistent
communications.

That investing in energy efficiency
and/or renewable energy will
benefit them.
We provide useful, practical
information and support.

Effective open and consistent
communication is vital for
effective projects.
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Audience
Auspice agency (Uralla
Neighbourhood Centre)

What they need to know
What we can offer their clients.
How their clients can access our
services.

Members

That energy efficiency and/or
renewable energy will benefit
their clients.

When our events take place.

We can make their clients homes
more comfortable as well as
being conscious of the future we
are leaving our kids.

Progress reports (contracted
funding).

We provide useful, practical
information and support.

Final project reports (contracted
funding).

We are trustworthy and reliable.

Specific project work plans and
their responsibilities.

They are a vital and valued part of
achieving success.

Role in project related events.

Their knowledge and experience
contributes positively to Z-NET
Uralla.

What we can offer them.

Their support is appreciated and
valued.

Where their clients can go for
advice.

Working Groups

Key communications
messages

How to access our services.
Where to go for advice.
Upcoming events.

We put services users first and
value their opinions.

By sharing their knowledge and
experience they can contributes
positively to Z-NET Uralla.

Our success stories.
Affiliates of Z-NET Uralla

Z-NET Uralla Communications Plan

Our success stories.

Their support is valued.

Our overall progress.

They are a vital network that links
the Z-NET Uralla into regional to
international awareness of the
project.
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Audience
Uralla Shire Community Groups

What they need to know
What we can offer their
members.
How to access our services.
Where to go for advice.
When our events are on.

Key communications
messages
That energy efficiency and/or
renewable energy will benefit
their members.
We can make their members
homes more comfortable as well
as being conscious of the future
we are leaving our kids.
We provide useful, practical
information and support.
We are trustworthy and reliable.
We put services users first and
value their opinions.
Z-NET Uralla is actively seeking
partnerships and alliances with
community groups to collaborate
on project delivery.

Schools, including early childhood
learning centres

The services we can offer.
How to access our services.
Where to go for advice.

Funders, project partners

Project progress and successes.
Financial reports.
Historic successes.
The skills and capacity of the ZNET Uralla project.

We provide useful, practical
information and support.
We are trustworthy.
We have the ability to make
change if they help us.
We are a well-respected,
authoritative organization within
our community.
Z-NET Uralla is a highly successful
model for delivery of energy
efficiency and renewable energy
gains within the Uralla Shire
community.
Z-NET Uralla is backed by
evidence and built on a strong
organisational framework.

Other communities outside Uralla
– particularly those wishing to
establish Z-NET project

About the success of the Z-NET
Uralla model.

That the Z-NET model can work
for them.

About the successes of our
community as a whole.

Z-NET Uralla is prepared to share
its experience, tools, templates,
and lend support to other groups.

About the journey of individual
residents or business.
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Audience

Key communications
messages

What they need to know

Media

About the success of the Z-NET
Uralla model.
About the successes of our
community as a whole.
About the journey of individual
residents or business.

That the Uralla Shire community
is moving toward a 100%
renewable energy goal.
Success is made possible by our
partnerships and funding
relationships.
Our residents and businesses are
project champions.

Table 3: The communications messages that are relevant to each audience.

7

Key Communication Methods, Responsibilities and Timing

The first table (Table 4) in this section outlines the key communications channels for each of
the key audiences. The second table (Table 5) nominates who is responsible for those
communications

Audience
Residents

Responsibility and
timing

Key messages

Key channel(s)

That energy efficiency and/or
renewable energy will benefit
them.

Project participant update emails.

Z-NET Uralla Coordinator/
project lead on an asneeded basis.

Case studies presented as
Youtube videos, testimonials on
Facebook / Z-NET Uralla website,
local media articles.

Prepared by Z-NET Uralla
Coordinator/ project
team, uploaded to
website and cross
promoted by
Communications
Manager.

Personal contact: phone calls,
face to face
consultations/assessments if
required.

Z-NET Uralla Coordinator/
project lead. On asneeded basis, through
events etc.

We can make their homes
more comfortable as well as
being conscious of the future
we are leaving our kids.
We provide useful, practical
information and support.
We are trustworthy and
reliable.
We put services users first
and value their opinions.
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Audience

Residential
landlords

Key messages

Responsibility and
timing

Regularly showcase Z-NET at local
events by participating in local
events with information and
awareness education stalls.

Events agreed at the
Executive, planned by the
Communications Working
Group. Minimum 3
month planning
timeframe needed.

Council newsletter.

Convenor – monthly
update.

Facebook Page

Communications
Manager to update
Facebook page.

Local radio.

Convenor/Project lead.

Direct communication through ZNET Uralla project staff with an
understanding/appreciation of
landlord business considerations.

Z-NET Uralla Coordinator/
project lead on an asneeded basis.

That investing in energy
efficiency and/or renewable
energy will benefit their
business bottom line.

Direct contact – visiting
businesses – to stimulate interest
and engagement with Z-NET
Uralla.

Z-NET Uralla Coordinator/
Destination Uralla project
lead on an as-needed
basis.

We can help reduce their
costs of electricity.

Build Z-NET Uralla Business
networks and establish peer-topeer advice/information sharing
through workshops.

Z-NET Uralla Coordinator/
Destination Uralla project
lead on an as-needed
basis.

Business networks: Northern
Inland Sustainable Business
Network (NISBN)

Z-NET Uralla Coordinator/
Destination Uralla project
lead on an as-needed
basis.

Regularly showcase Z-NET at local
events by participating in local
events with information and
awareness education stalls.

Events agreed at the
Executive, planned by the
Communications Working
Group. Minimum 3
month planning
timeframe needed.

That energy efficiency and/or
renewable energy will benefit
them.
We provide useful, practical
information and support.

Business

Key channel(s)

We provide useful, practical
information and support.
We are trustworthy and
reliable.
We put services users first
and value their opinions.
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Audience

Business
landlords

Key messages

That investing in energy
efficiency and/or renewable
energy will benefit them.
We provide useful, practical
information and support.

Executive

Effective open and consistent
communications
communication is vital for
effective projects.

Key channel(s)
Demonstration sites/projects.

In cooperation with
businesses. Z-NET Uralla
Coordinator/ Destination
Uralla project lead

Direct communication through ZNET Uralla project staff with an
understanding/appreciation of
landlord business considerations.

Z-NET Uralla Coordinator/
project lead on an asneeded basis.

Regular Executive Meetings.

Secretary, Convenor and
other Executive members
as responsibilities require
(e.g. circulation of
Notices of Meeting and
Minutes is a monthly
activity by the secretary).

Email correspondence.
Direct consultation.
Annual General Meeting.

Auspice agency
(Uralla
Neighbourhood
Centre)

That energy efficiency and/or
renewable energy will benefit
their clients.
We can make their clients
homes more comfortable as
well as being conscious of the
future we are leaving our
kids.

Responsibility and
timing

Include key contacts on email
distribution lists for events etc.

Communications
Manager

Attendance at Neighbourhood
Centre Board Meetings and
Annual General Meeting.

Members of the
Executive; once during
the year.

Meetings as required to discuss
specific funding applications.

With Convenor and
Treasurer on a funding
application basis.

Personal contact between Z-NET
Uralla Convenor and the
Coordinator of the
Neighbourhood Centre.

Convenor.

Monthly written reports for the
Neighbourhood Centre Board.

Convenor

We provide useful, practical
information and support.
We are trustworthy and
reliable.
We put services users first
and value their opinions.

Z-NET Uralla Communications Plan
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Audience

Working Groups

Key messages

They are a vital and valued
part of achieving success.
Their knowledge and
experience contributes
positively to Z-NET Uralla.

Members

Their support is appreciated
and valued.
By sharing their knowledge
and experience they can
contributes positively to ZNET Uralla.

Affiliates of ZNET Uralla

Their support is valued.
They are a vital network that
links the Z-NET Uralla into
regional to international
awareness of the project.

Z-NET Uralla Communications Plan

Key channel(s)

Responsibility and
timing

Meetings between Finance
Committee and NC
Representatives.

Finance Committee and
NC Representatives prior
to the end of funded
projects and to the end of
the Financial Year.

Regular Working Group Meetings
facilitated by the Working Group
lead.

Working Group lead as
needed but minimum of
6 /year.

Email communications.

Working Group lead and
between Working Group
members as needed.

Regular email updates from the
Convenor.

Convenor, 1/6 weeks.

Events promotion.

Communications
Manager, prior to
planned events.

Facebook page.

Communications
Manager/Z-NET
Coordinator to update
Facebook page.

Webpage.

Communications
Manager to update
Webpage.

Regular email updates from the
Convenor.

Convenor, 1/6 weeks.

Events promotion.

Communications
Manager, prior to
planned events.

Facebook page.

Communications
Manager/Z-NET
Coordinator to update
Facebook page.

Webpage.

Communications
Manager to update
Webpage.
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Audience
Uralla Shire
Community
Groups

Key messages
That energy efficiency and/or
renewable energy will benefit
their members.

Key channel(s)

Responsibility and
timing

Presentations by Z-NET Uralla
Executive/Working Group
members.

Requests to be agreed
and planned by the
Executive.

Direct contact with Principals
through school visits/phone calls.

Communications Working
Group members.

Project reporting mechanisms.

Z-NET
Coordinator/Project
Lead.

Media articles.

Z-NET
Coordinator/Project Lead
with oversight from
Convenor.

Invitations to funded project
events.

Z-NET
Coordinator/Project
Lead.

Actively promote and encourage
other communities to follow and
emulate the Z-NET Uralla project.

Convenor

We can make their member’s
homes more comfortable as
well as being conscious of the
future we are leaving our
kids.
We provide useful, practical
information and support.
We are trustworthy and
reliable.
We put services users first
and value their opinions.
Z-NET Uralla is actively
seeking partnerships and
alliances with community
groups to collaborate on
project delivery.
Schools, including
early childhood
learning centres

We provide useful, practical
information and support.

Funders, project
partners

We have the ability to make
change if they help us.

We are trustworthy.

We are a well-respected,
authoritative organization
within our community.
Z-NET Uralla is a highly
successful model for delivery
of energy efficiency and
renewable energy gains
within the Uralla Shire
community.
Z-NET Uralla is backed by
evidence and built on a
strong organisational
framework.

Other
communities
outside Uralla –
particularly those
wishing to

That the Z-NET model can
work for them.
Z-NET Uralla is prepared to
share its experience, tools,
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Audience
establish Z-NET
project

Media

Key messages
templates and lend support
to other groups.

That the Uralla Shire
community is moving toward
a 100% renewable energy
goal.
Success is made possible by
our partnerships and funding
relationships.

Responsibility and
timing

Key channel(s)
Facebook page and webpage.

Communications
Manager to update.

Provide a clear contact and
communications pathway to the
Z-NET Coordinator/ Executive
Convenor for external agencies.

Communications
Manager via webpage;
Convenor

Develop and maintain a relevant
media contacts list.

Communications
Manager and Secretary.

Personal contact: phone,
meetings.

Convenor/Project Lead.

Media Releases.

Convenor/Project Lead.

Use community announcement
segments, develop relationships
with programming that profiles
community achievements.

?

Use events calendars and
‘What’s-on?’ listings hosted by
outlets.

?

Our residents and businesses
are project champions.

Table 4: Audiences, key messages and key communication channels.

8

Evaluating Success

The following table lists the most cost effective measures available to indicate if the
communications objectives are being met. Establishing and populating a monitoring database
to capture data on the measures listed in the Table is the responsibility of the Project
Coordinator, Mr Stephen Griffith. Funded projects may have additional monitoring and
evaluation measures and tools that should be captured in the same database.
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Z-NET Uralla

Communication

Objective

Objective

Achieve 100% renewable
energy for Shire residents
by reducing energy use
though improvements in
efficiency, and by installing
cost effective renewable
energy generation.

Promote the benefits of
energy efficiency and
renewable energy to the
Shire's households.
Create high levels of
awareness in the community
that Z-NET Uralla is the place
to go for information and
support regarding
renewable energy and
energy efficiency
technologies and strategies.
Ensure Shire residents know
and understand the Z-NET
Uralla program of work.
Ensure Shire residents know
how to participate in Z-NET
Uralla programs and
projects.
Keep Shire’s residents
updated on Z-NET Uralla
activities, new technologies
and upcoming projects.

Measures

Tools

Numbers of people
making enquiries to
the Coordinator and
visit the Z-NET Uralla
stall at community
events.

Expression of Interest
forms.

Increase in numbers
of people engaged in
an energy
assessment.
Increase in the
numbers of
households engaged
in other projects (e.g.
bulk buy).

Google analytics to
measure web page
activity.
Facebook analytics
(‘Insight’ to measure
activity on Facebook)
Event record sheets.
Project workbooks.
Project monitoring
and evaluation
system.

Increasing hits on
website and number
of ‘likes’ on Facebook.
Number of people
who attend events.

Celebrate and share the
experience of Z-NET Uralla
residents through social and
other media.
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Z-NET Uralla

Communication

Objective

Objective

Achieve 100% renewable
energy for Shire businesses
by reducing energy use
though improvements in
efficiency, and by installing
cost effective renewable
energy generation.

Appropriately resource ZNET Uralla activities to
enable a sustainable
volunteer organisation.

Z-NET Uralla Communications Plan

Measures

Tools

Promote the benefits of
energy efficiency and
renewable energy to the
Shire's businesses.
Create high levels of
awareness among the
business community that ZNET Uralla is the place to go
for information and support
regarding renewable energy
and energy efficiency
technologies and strategies.
Ensure Shire businesses
know and understand the ZNET Uralla program of work.
Ensure Shire businesses
know how to participate in
Z-NET Uralla programs and
projects.
Keep the business
community updated on ZNET Uralla activities, new
technologies and upcoming
projects.
Celebrate and share the
experience of Z-NET Uralla
businesses through social
and other media.

Increase in the
numbers of
businesses making
enquiries through the
Coordinator.
Increase in numbers
of business engaged
in a energy
efficiency/ renewable
energy project.
Number of
businesses who
attend events.

Google analytics to
measure web page
activity.
Expression of interest
forms.
Event record and
registration sheets.
Project workbooks.
Project monitoring
and evaluation
systems.

Continually showcase the
success of our residents and
businesses.
Celebrate and promote ZNET partnerships.
Provide a clear contact and
communications pathway to
the Z-NET Coordinator/
Executive Convenor for
external agencies.
Provide a regular flow of
information to key funders.

Request form funders
to organise events
and help roll out their
programs.

Feedback on
milestone reports

Number of funding
opportunities
investigated.

RDANI guide to
funding

Feedback on events

Direct feedback from
funders.
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Z-NET Uralla

Communication

Objective

Objective

Z-NET Uralla activities will
be designed in consultation
with the Uralla community
to give equal access across
socio-economic groups.

Measures

Tools

Provide avenues of
community wide
consultation that allow twoway flow of information.
Regularly showcase Z-NET at
local events with
information and awareness
education stalls.
Provide regular flow of
information to community
networks.

Feedback on
Facebook to postings

Facebook analytics
(‘Insight’ to measure
activity on Facebook)

Z-NET Uralla will provide
leadership and education,
assessing innovations and
their applicability for our
community.

To create a high awareness
in the community that ZNET Uralla is the place to go
for information on energy
efficiency and renewable
energy.

Increase in
membership
numbers.

Membership email
list.

Share the Z-NET Uralla
journey with communities
wishing to become Z-NET
locations.

Reach out to other ZNET
communities.
Exchange and share
experience and information
with those communities.
Actively promote and
encourage other
communities to join the ZNET Uralla project as
members or through the
Facebook page.

Number of
communities with
which Z-NET Uralla
has established a
relationship.
Increase in ‘Affiliate’
numbers.

Records of meetings
or presentations
given.
Number of links to
community project
websites.
‘Affiliate’ email list.

Feedback at events

Post-event reports

Number and type of
community events
attended by Z-NET
Uralla

Table 5: Measures and tools that will be used to evaluate success.

9

Events

An ‘event’ is a one-off activity that may take place either as part of a funded project or outside
of funded project activities. ‘Event’s’ typically involve set up and demonstration of
equipment, meeting with the public, promoting Z-NET goals and securing interest and
engagement. Events can be audience specific or non-audience specific. Facilitating an ‘event’
is labour intensive requiring the assistance of volunteers and project staff who often incur
expense that Z-NET Uralla is not currently in a position to reimburse.
Events that are part of funded project should take priority for resources over those that are
not. However, annual community events can be scheduled and planned for given the
predictability of the format of those events.
Detailed planning for each of the events listed below needs to take place. The
Communications Manager and other Z-NET Executive members and volunteers should use
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the Event Planning Template to map out the logistics and timetable for preparing for each of
these events.
The events that Z-NET Uralla will contribute to over the period March 2016 - December 2017
are as follows:
March 2016 and 2017

Seasons of New England Festival, Hampden Park, Uralla,
9 – 4 pm
2016: 28 March
2017: 25 March

April 2016 and 2017

Youth Week, Alma Park, Uralla
9 – 2 pm
2016: 17 April
2017: TBC

June 2016

Joint RDANI Business Workshops: Uralla Community Centre,
Tuesday 28 June, 6 pm – 8.30 pm

July 2016 and 2017

Uralla Street Stall, Bridge Street Uralla, 9 am – 4 pm
2016: 18 -22 July

July 2016

Joint RDANI Business Workshops: Tamworth (location to be
confirmed),
Tuesday 28 June, 6 pm – 8.30 pm

August/September 2016

Battery Storage Conference, Uralla
Date, location to be confirmed.

October 2016 and 2017

Thunderbolts Festival, Uralla
2016: Saturday 29 October all day

Other (date to be confirmed) Joint project with Sustainable Living Armidale: Sustainable
House Tour

10

Review

This is the first version of the Communications Plan a review will take place in December 2017.
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Appendices
1

Project Name

Zero Net Energy Town Uralla or Z-NET Uralla
Never Znet/ Znet Uralla/ Z-net etc.

2

Logo and graphics

2.1: Logo

The Z-NET Uralla logo is a combination of the Uralla Shire Council ‘Uralla swirl’ and the Zeronet
Energy Town banner. This logo identifies Uralla Shire as the home of the local Z-NET model,
which is important as ‘Z-NET’ is not a Uralla specific project.
This logo can be used in any context that a brand would be displayed: and where the format
is constrained for space or resolution.
2.2 Network Graphic with Zeronet Banner

Not for use as a logo. A visual aid to help illustrate how renewable energy relates to the
current grid structure. Identifies the project as ‘Zeronet’ and Uralla as the project location.
Too much detail for use on small formats. Can be used in conjunction with text on larger
formats.
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2.4 Modified Network Graphic with Zeronet Banner

Not for use as a logo. Modified Network Graphic with Zeronet Banner. Interchangeable with
the previous graphic. Works in a similar fashion as a visual aid to help illustrate how renewable
energy relates to the current grid structure. However this graphic more clearly demonstrates
the links to Uralla Shire Council by replicating the Uralla ‘swirl’. Again, the amount of detail
makes this a better match for use on larger formats such as posters.
2.2 Photo banner

Not for use as a logo. Low level of location specificity. Should be modified to have a location
specific photo identified in the background. Could then be used as a banner for template
documents.
2.3 Zeronet Banner

Not for use as a logo. Does not identify the location of the project. Consider its use only in
limited circumstances.
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3

Links to Z-NET web based communications platforms

Z-NET Uralla webpage
http://zneturalla.org.au/
Z-NET Uralla Facebook Page
https://www.facebook.com/ZNetUralla
Twitter @ZnetUralla
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